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About a year of data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wanted to get data on our journal usages from various aspects. This was to capture data to compliment the usage statistics. We wanted this for planning ahead for storage that we will build, to see if there are any areas where we are missing titles or have titles we don’t need, along with collecting data to help liaison librarians learn more about how the journals are being used. We have a lot of new librarians who have replaced long-time staff who have retired.After collecting this data for the library system as a whole, we realized it was a lot for our librarians to sort through, so we focused on 3 disciplines to look at first with the data: music, sociology and dentistry– to see what we learned and figure out if we should continue this for the rest of the subject areas.



Data Collection Tools

Tool Type of data gathered

COUNTER usage statistics Number of articles downloaded

ARL MINES For Libraries Reasons why patrons selected a resource

1Science institutional report Number of articles downloaded, and McGill
faculty publications and citations

Faculty survey - CRKN Journal Usage Project Journals that McGill faculty identified as top 
choices for teaching and research

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the tools we used- see slideCRKN = Canadian Research Knowledge Network (http://www.crkn-rcdr.ca/en/about-crkn), a Canadian corsortia for licensing content. It does other things, but that is one of its purposes. They completed a “Journal Usage Project” in 2017. At McGill the survey ran from January for about 6 weeks. CRKN obtained ethics approval from every institution that ran the survey. 

http://www.arl.org/focus-areas/statistics-assessment/mines-for-libraries#.WNa2mVXyuM8
http://www.1science.com/oafigr.html


COUNTER Data

Good for libraries that: 
• have limited resources to purchase other data products and 

services
• SUSHI statistics harvesting can automate processes

Limitation: 
• takes time to set up the accounts, extract the data and 

analyze it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More on COUNTER - https://www.projectcounter.org/about/More on SUSHI (Standardized Usage Statistics Harvesting Initiative) - http://www.niso.org/workrooms/sushi/librarians/ - a protocol that automates the data retrieval,

https://www.projectcounter.org/about/


MINES
Measuring the Impact of Networked Electronic Services

Good for libraries that: 
• want patron reports on why they selected an e-resource

• want to customize survey questions

• have technical resources that can build the survey
Limitations:

• reliability of self-reported data

• timing of survey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MINES = Measuring the Impact of Networked Electronic Services, a “protocol” offered by ARL (Association of Research Libraries) that “offers a convenient way to collect information from users”. McGill Library collected 4,143 survey responses from September 2015 - September 2016Self-reporting always has reliability as a data limitation. The timing of the survey can also be a limitation – if it is only run for one day or short periods, it may not capture the desired population or usage.The percentage of music students who responded to MINES is out of whack with the faculty’s composition – meaning that more than half of respondents were grad/doctoral students but the faculty composition is like most other programs, where more than half is actually undergraduates. So we have an over-representation of music graduate students in the MINES data. It is also inconsistent with the rest of the MINES data. When we look at all 4,413 responses, 30% were masters/doctoral students and 42% were undergraduates – quite different than who responded to MINES for the music faculty.

http://www.minesforlibraries.org/home


MINES @ McGill

Presenter
Presentation Notes
McGill’s instance of the MINES survey



1Science Report

Good for libraries that want data on: 
• journals in which faculty publish and cite

• number of faculty publications published over time

Limitations:
• uses Web of Science, which is better for sciences

• relies on library staff to provide some data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our 1Science report provided the number of publications written by our faculty and indexed in Web of Science from 2006-2015.While we can run these reports ourselves, and use all the different author affiliation terms for “McGill University”, 1Science goes further, to compare the number of publications in a research area, within your institution, with the rest of the world. This can provide one measure to help us see where our research output is in comparison to the rest of the world. It also showed us usage data on those journals in a more comprehensive way than COUNTER data provides. For example, they use their own metrics, and rather than reporting just the straight usage, they also report McGill’s 1Science report included data for publications from 2006 through 2015 inclusive.Web of Science data doesn’t capture the full spectrum of ejournal usage in Music, and doesn’t capture a lot of non-English languages.



CRKN Faculty Survey

Canadian Research Knowledge Network (CRKN), a Canadian 
consortia for licensing content, conducted surveys with faculty 
across Canada called the “Journal Usage Project”

• Asked faculty to list top journals in their field for teaching & 
research

• Combined survey responses with data from Web of Science 
on article downloads, faculty publications and citations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CRKN = Canadian Research Knowledge Network (http://www.crkn-rcdr.ca/en/about-crkn), a Canadian consortia for licensing content. It does other things, but that is one of its purposes. CRKN obtained ethics approval from every institution that ran the survey. McGill’s survey ran in January 2017 for 6 weeks“Participants were asked to provide a maximum of 10 journals they considered essential to their research activities, and 10 journals they considered essential to their teaching activities.” Any journal “mentioned” by a professor is listed here, with the number of professors who mentioned it. 



CRKN Faculty Survey

Good for libraries that wanted data on: 

• professors’ opinions on ‘top’ journals

• what journals are they using for teaching and research

• journals in which faculty are publishing and being cited

Limitations: 
• uses Web of Science, which is better for sciences
• reliability of self-reported data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CRKN = Canadian Research Knowledge Network (http://www.crkn-rcdr.ca/en/about-crkn), a Canadian corsortia for licensing content. It does other things, but that is one of its purposes. They completed a “Journal Usage Project” in 2017. At McGill the survey ran from January for about 6 weeks. CRKN obtained ethics approval from every institution that ran the survey. 



2017:
• 191 professors
• 913 students

527
226

121

Undergraduates Masters Doctoral

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enrolment by faculty at McGill University, 2017: https://www.mcgill.ca/es/registration-statistics/fall-2017It’s important to compare your statistics with enrolment, to see if what you’ve collected is representative of the faculty



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lots of dataWill give just some highlights



Schulich School of Music – MINES Results

• 134 (3% of McGill) respondents from the Schulich School of Music

• MUSIC: 52% master’s or doctoral students, 35% undergraduates, 9% 
academics

• All FACULTIES: 30% master’s or doctoral students, 42% undergraduates, 28% 
academics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The remainder of the MINES results were postdocs, research staff and oddly, on person selected that they were in the Schulich School of Music but also a medical or dental resident.



Schulich School of Music – MINES Results

• 48.5% selected ‘assignments’ as the purpose for their library search

• 50.1% selected ‘important resource in my field’ the reason for selecting 
that particular resource

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The half who selected ‘assignment’ as the purpose may or may not be the same half who selected the reason was that it was important in their field. Interesting that important resource was so high – not reading list or recommended by a prof or librarian, for example. It’s the feeling of the Music Librarian that this speaks to how the course work is set up (students are required to find resources on their own rather than using reading lists). Limitation – MINES only captures people using the library’s eresources through the library’s exprozy system. If they downloaded an article from the course management system, they wouldn’t be captured.



Schulich School of Music – MINES Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The half who selected ‘assignment’ as the purpose may or may not be the same half who selected the reason was that it was important in their field. Interesting that important resource was so high – not reading list or recommended by a prof or librarian, for example. It’s the feeling of the Music Librarian that this speaks to how the course work is set up (students are required to find resources on their own rather than using reading lists). Limitation – MINES only captures people using the library’s eresources through the library’s exprozy system. If they downloaded an article from the course management system, they wouldn’t be captured.



Schulich School of Music – 1Science Report

2006-2015: 68 papers, 128 references 

1Science, journals where faculty publish Papers
Computer Music Journal 11
Journal of New Music Research 8
Early Music 6
Organised Sound 5
International Journal of Music Education 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
McGill’s institutional report is for 2006-2015McGill profs are publishing in different journals than they are downloading.



Schulich School of Music – 1Science Report

1Science, top 5 journals by downloads, 2015 Downloads
1. Music Quarterly 1098
2. Music and Letters 969
3. Popular Music 610
4. Music Analysis 605
5. Journal of Music Theory 563

Presenter
Presentation Notes
McGill’s institutional report is for 2006-2015.In this report, Music is within the “Arts & Humanities” domain, then the “Visual & Performing Arts” sub-field. 55 journals were included in this category, which is much smaller than the sample of 300 we created with CRKN JUP. The data for the number of downloads in this 1Science lists matches the data for these titles in the CRKN JUP.



Schulich School of Music – 1Science Report

Positional analysis in the subfields of Arts & Humanities and Economics & Social Sciences (2006–2015)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
McGill’s institutional report is for 2006-2015.Positional analysis in the subfields of Arts & Humanities and Economics & Social Sciences (2006–2015)This helps us see that the output of journal articles by McGill Faculty in Music is high on a world level compared to other institutions. When you compare Music to other faculties, like Medicine, the output for McGill is less in comparison, but we have a huge faculty of medicine producing many more articles per person per year.



Schulich School of Music – 1Science Report

Positional analysis in the oaIndex of Arts & Humanities and Economics & Social Sciences (2006–2015)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
McGill’s institutional report is for 2006-2015.Positional analysis in the subfields of Arts & Humanities and Economics & Social Sciences (2006–2015)



Schulich School of Music – CRKN Faculty Survey

Top 5 by downloads, 2015 Top 5 by downloads, averaged 2011-2015
Sight and Sound (3307) Shakespeare Quarterly (1555/year)
Shakespeare Quarterly (1736) The Musical Times (1408/year)
Journal of Popular Culture (1613) Journal of Research in Music Education (1368/year)
Early Music (1455) The Musical Quarterly (1152/year)
Music and Letters (1335) Journal of the American Musicological Society (1137/year)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While both the 1Science report and the CRKN faculty survey report included downloads using Web of Science data, they pulled downloads in a different way and defined “music” differently. As a result, the top downloaded journals in the category are different. The number of downloads for specific titles match, but some titles are not included in the 1Science report that are included in the CRKN report. Looking at a single year, 2015, gives a different set of ‘top’ downloads journals than looking at averages over 5 years, possibly accounting for differences in course material, reading requirements or trends within different journals. Shakespeare Quarterly might be so high because there was a project involving opera students performing Shakespeare pieces, and articles about it were published in Shakespeare Quarterly. 



Schulich School of Music – CRKN Faculty Survey

CRKN, faculty’s ‘top’ journals for teaching “Mentions”
Journal of American Musicological Society 10
Nineteenth Century Music 6
Early Music 5
Music and Letters 5
The Musical Quarterly 5
Music Theory Online 5
Theatre Survey 5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Participants were asked to provide a maximum of 10 journals they considered essential to their research activities, and 10 journals they considered essential to their teaching activities.” Any journal “mentioned” by a professor is listed here, with the number of professors who mentioned it. There was a 5-way tie for third place.To figure out which titles were music-related, using Excel, filtered to the journals within “International Index to Music Periodicals” and/or journals with musical-related words in the title, including music, jazz, song, choral, piano, and pianist, plus the list of journals categorized by 1Science as “Music” journals, to come up with 338 titles.



Schulich School of Music – CRKN Faculty Survey

Top downloads, 2015 Top download, averaged 2011-2015 Top “mentions”
1. Sight and Sound 1. Shakespeare Quarterly 1. Journal of American Musicological Society

2. Shakespeare Quarterly 2. The Musical Times 2. Nineteenth Century Music

3. Journal of Popular Culture 3. Journal of Research in Music Education 3. Early Music

4. Early Music 4. The Musical Quarterly 4. Music and Letters

5. Music and Letters 5. Journal of American Musicological Society 5. The Musical Quarterly

6. Music Theory Online

7. Theatre Survey

Combination of 3 measurements:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sight and Sound was the top downloaded in 2015 but not in the other lists – possibly because of an opera theatre project in which students performed Shakespeare and then later on, students downloaded those related articles for course material. American Musicological Society Journal was mentioned the most, and was downloaded over the years but not as much in 2015, same for Nineteeth Century Music and The Musical QuarterlyEarly Music, Music and Letters were both downloaded and mentioned.Music Theory Online wasn’t downloaded but was mentioned – had only 15 downloads in 2015 in THIS report. COUNTER data showed it downloaded another 12 times using a different link, but even then, it wouldn’t make the top 100 downloaded music-related titles, despite many profs mentioning it as a top journal for teaching. 



Schulich School of Music – CRKN Faculty Survey

Top downloads, 2015 Top download, averaged 2011-2015 Top “mentions”
1. Sight and Sound 1. Shakespeare Quarterly 1. Journal of American Musicological Society

2. Shakespeare Quarterly 2. The Musical Times 2. Nineteenth Century Music

3. Journal of Popular Culture 3. Journal of Research in Music Education 3. Early Music

4. Early Music 4. The Musical Quarterly 4. Music and Letters

5. Music and Letters 5. Journal of American Musicological Society 5. The Musical Quarterly

6. Music Theory Online

7. Theatre Survey

Combination of 3 measurements:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each title highlighted in yellow appears in another category as a ‘top’ journal. The others do not. This means that the others are not top journals downloaded.Sight and Sound was the top downloaded in 2015 but not in the other lists – possibly because of an opera theatre project in which students performed Shakespeare and then later on, students downloaded those related articles for course material. American Musicological Society Journal was mentioned the most, and was downloaded over the years but not as much in 2015, same for Nineteeth Century Music and The Musical QuarterlyEarly Music, Music and Letters were both downloaded and mentioned.Music Theory Online wasn’t downloaded but was mentioned – had only 15 downloads in 2015 in THIS report. COUNTER data showed it downloaded another 12 times using a different link, but even then, it wouldn’t make the top 100 downloaded music-related titles, despite many profs mentioning it as a top journal for teaching. 



Faculty Survey with 1Science Report
CRKN Faculty Survey 1Science

Downloads “Mentions” Faculty Publications

Sight and Sound 3307 0 0

Shakespeare Quarterly 1736 1 0

Journal of Popular Culture 1613 0 2

Early Music 1455 5 6

Music and Letters 1335 5 1

Journal of the American Musicological Society 1103 10 2

The Musical Quarterly 1098 5 2

Nineteenth Century Music 1056 6 1

Computer Music Journal 543 2 11

Journal of New Music Research 228 3 8

International Journal of Music Education 203 1 3

Organised Sound 139 3 5

Theatre Survey 37 5 1

Music Theory Online 15 5 9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shows that by selecting a different source, you get different results, so not to rely on one source.Sight & Sound was the top download but no profs “mentioned” it in the CRKN survey, meaning no profs from any discipline identified it as a “top” journal. Journal of the American Musicological Society was top in ‘mentions’ but only had 2 faculty publicationsNote – there was as problem with some 1Science data because of how we supplied the data, that showed only 91 downloads for the Journal of the American Musicological Society Computer Music Journal was top in faculty publications but had low downloadsTheatre Survey – you might not think at first glance that the Music faculty would be interested in it, and from the usage you might think it wasn’t important to them, but it was mentioned by 5 faculty as important



Faculty Survey with 1Science Report
CRKN Faculty Survey 1Science

Downloads “Mentions” Faculty Publications

Sight and Sound 3307 0 0

Shakespeare Quarterly 1736 1 0

Journal of Popular Culture 1613 0 2

Early Music 1455 5 6

Music and Letters 1335 5 1

Journal of the American Musicological Society 1103 10 2

The Musical Quarterly 1098 5 2

Nineteenth Century Music 1056 6 1

Computer Music Journal 543 2 11

Journal of New Music Research 228 3 8

International Journal of Music Education 203 1 3

Organised Sound 139 3 5

Theatre Survey 37 5 1

Music Theory Online 15 5 9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shows that by selecting a different source, you get different results, so not to rely on one source. Yellow highlighting shows the ‘top’ journal in each category.Sight & Sound was the top download but no profs “mentioned” it in the CRKN survey, meaning no profs from any discipline identified it as a “top” journal. Journal of the American Musicological Society was top in ‘mentions’ but only had 2 faculty publicationsNote – there was as problem with some 1Science data because of how we supplied the data, that showed only 91 downloads for the Journal of the American Musicological Society Computer Music Journal was top in faculty publications but had low downloads



Titles without downloads, citation or references

Need to review, because could be various reasons:
• Not a current publication
• We don’t have a subscription
• It is open access and we don’t have the usage statistics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These titles did not have any downloaded articles in 2015, in either the CRKN JUP or the 1Science data, and also did not contain papers by McGill authors and were not cited by McGill authors. However, sometimes “zero use” means that there was something amiss with our access or the data pull, or that the title was not used in 2015 but used in other years. These titles will be further analyzed. British Journal of Music TherapyRemoved: African Music Society Newsletter, The – only published 1 year 1952-1953-Journal of the Plainsong & Medieval Music Society 1978-1990--Mitteilungen der Internationalen Gesellschaft für Musikwissenschaft / Bulletin de la Société internationale de Musicologie – 1928-1930--Music Supervisors' Bulletin 1914-1915--Philosophy of Music Education Newsletter 1988-1992-- We don’t subscribe to it : Neue Zeitschrift für Musik Musica Judaica OA - GSTF Journal of Music (JMusic) 2014-2015



What did we learn?
• Almost half of the usage is coming from graduate students
• Some journals are top in usage, mentions and where articles are 

published
• Some journals are high in one survey, but not the others
• In tight budget times, if we are considering canceling journals, you 

might need to look at more than just usage, but these other factors, 
too.

• There are some titles not on any of the lists, which could be reviewed 
as candidates to cancel

• We found that we did subscribe to all of the titles in the faculty 
mentions



Questions for future

• How does open access play into usage and these ‘top’ titles?

• How can we capture usage from journals in non-English languages in 
a better, more holistic way?



Final thoughts

• We will continue to do this review for our other subjects 

• Lots of data to review 

• Interesting & useful information 

• We would like to publish our findings 



Questions?
&

Thank you! 
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